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Someone didn’t lock the local asylum....

A note from the editor
Normally I would be making a WTF statement about something mountain based. This week its
slightly different. This week we are going to look at the international currency markets. Too serious? scroll down to the soundbite. Unless you were actively looking you probably missed all the
crazy shit that’s been going on with currencies around the world. The Ruble took a proverbial dive
into Putins toilet losing at least 30% of its value. On Thursday the Swiss just decided to end their
currency’s cap against the euro and the franc rose 30% making everything Switzerland exports so
much more expensive. Instead of 1.2 francs for every euro its now reached virtual parity. The
Euro has weakened against the British pound and is now worth 1.3 euros compared to 1.1 a few
years ago. The upside is this of course makes beer and other boring things like lift passes cheaper to holiday maker (or anyone paid in pounds). For example a 5 euro beer used to cost £4.50,
now a positive bargain at £3.80.

“We didn’t realise it was fancy dress”
(Ski Total)...it wasn’t it was just a bunch of ex sesaonnaires dressed in animal onsies

But enough with all the financial times BS more important things happened and are happening in
resort. After last weeks incredibly amusing human curling which saw a good showing from Ski

ASK THE SNOW BEAR

and watch as this smooth brownie
overflow with knowledge

As we still mourn the absence of last seasons snow cougar it’s
out the with provocative pussy and in with 2 tonnes of unqualified furry advice

Dear snow bear,
I have a bit of a dilemma .. Two nights ago after my dinner shift at my
chalet i strolled home tired and smelling of soup and customer ! .. I arrived at the shared
apartment i live in with 2 boys and a girl .. I opened the front door and walked in.
On the couch was one of the boys who was asleep ... At a closer look his laptop was on
Facebook at an even closer look it was on my page not only on my page but on a picture
of me on my gap year on a beach ... also there was tissues scattered around him !!!!!!!
I left him asleep and went to my room !!!
So snow bear are you thinking the same as me ?? Do I confront him ?? Do I just leave it
??
I don't know what do ?
Please help
Dear facebook,
This could be completely innocent .. He got back from work early with man flu hence the
tissues and he might have been interested in your life and wanted more in common with
you ... Ok ok who am i kidding we all know whats going on .. He's had a few at aprés got
back a proceeded to rub one out !
Now this is a delicate subject ... I would do this ... Reenact the whole scene ... you lay on
the couch with his profile open ... Pretend to be asleep with a massive cucumber in your
hand .. Then when he walks in it will even it up .. I guarantee you will be laughing about
this for the rest of the season !!
Keep classy Courchevel
Le Bear
if you would like advise from this grumpy old bear write to info@courchevelenquirer.com
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The boys and girls in blue. Inghams and Ski Total

Total and Inghams were slightly
overshadowed by a group of fancy
dressed (even though the event
wasn’t fancy dress) who went on to
the final. The first Seasonnaire
Ballon Ballai of 2015 is happening
on Tuesday at 8.30pm. I am calling
out every ski company Scott Dunn,
Supertravel, Powder White,
Inghams, Ski Total, Le Ski, New
Gen, Whitestorm and anyone else I
forgot, to send any off duty staff to
compete. Any absentees will be
noted! You need 5 people to a team
of which 2 need to be of the female
persuasion. Fancy dress is optional
but should be advised. It is an
amazing free event organized by the
Courchevel Tourist office and well
worth taking part. And then afterwards you can go down to the
Bubble bar for some 90’s cheese by
DJ Aaron.

Balon Ballai de Saisionnaires (Broom ball) 20/1/2015
What you need to know. It consists of teams of 5 seasonnaires, of which two need
to be female, playing a version of icehockey with no sharp objects. You play the
width of the rink, use a broom instead of a stick, a kids football instead of a puck
and normal shoes instead of ice skates. Try and wear something with grip, the rink
surface is left rough but its still ice! Wear something warm as there is alot of standing around waiting for your match. Each of the matches is only 3-5 minutes and
yes, you will work up a sweat! The competition takes place on the 20th,a Tuesday
at 8.30pm till about 11pm at the icerink in 1850 so not every seasonnaire is able to
take part, but those who are free should REALLY go to the tourist office and sign
your team up. I know that past rivalrys between New Generation, Scott Dunn,
Supertravel and the (local favourites) Magic Mushrooms have made for very enjoyable viewing. See you there.

THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase
the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger.
All stories contained within are purely fictional and shouldn’t be taken seriously.
Anyone found taking anything too seriously should be held down, given alcohol and violated with the handle of a ski pole.

